Silicone Cable End Caps

Silicone Cable End Caps
Application:
Silicone cable end caps are used to
protect cable ends against humidity
during transportation and outdoor
storage. They have a high elasticity and
toughness against crack propagation.
These cable end caps are weatherproof
and UV-resistant.

Features and Benefits:
• Reliable protection against humidity
• Tearproof, transparent silicon rubber
• Easy to install using lubricant
• Re-usable

Ordering Information:
Art.-No.
CN1960-000
300158-000
890196-000
926542-000
096456-000
398064-000
548978-000
540908-000
625720-000

Description
GURO-CEC-8/12
GURO-CEC-11/16
GURO-CEC-16/22
GURO-CEC-20/26
GURO-CEC-23/30
GURO-CEC-24/34
GURO-CEC-30/38
GURO-CEC-38/48
GURO-CEC-44/54

Cable Diameter [mm]
8 - 12
11 - 16
16 - 22
20 - 26
23 - 30
24 - 34
30 - 38
38 - 48
44 - 54

Application Range* [mm2]
3 - 4 x 1.5
4 - 5 x 1.5 - 2.5
4 - 5 x 4 - 16
4 - 5 x 10 - 16 / 4 x 25
4 - 5 x 25 - 35 / 4 x 50
4 - 5 x 25 - 35 / 4 x 50
4 x 50-70
4 x 95-120
4 x 120-185

Pack Size
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
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*Application Range should be seen as a guideline only, relevant specification is the cable diameter.

